This article investigates the process of task conceptualization, through which participants turn the instructions on a task into a mental representation of that task. We provide the first empirical evidence that this process of conceptualization can directly influence the inhibitory demands of a task. Data from Experiments 1 and 2 (both n = 24) suggested that robust difficulties on inhibitory tasks can be overcome if preschoolers conceptualize the tasks in a way that avoids the need for inhibitory control. Experiment 3 (n = 60) demonstrated that even when all other aspects of a task are identical, simply changing how the rules are introduced can influence whether such a conceptualization is adopted -thereby influencing children's performance on the task. An appreciation of the process of conceptualization is essential for our understanding of how inhibitory control and knowledge interact in early development.
Introduction
Inhibitory control is the cognitive process used to prevent the execution of behavior that is incompatible with current task goals (Chevalier et al., 2012) . Prepotent responses can be incompatible with task goals, because they are triggered without recourse to them (e.g., Isoda & Hikosaka, 2011; Norman & Shallice, 1986; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) . Whether a task contains a goal-inappropriate prepotent response will depend, among other things, on the way that participants conceptualize the task. In other words, it will depend on the contents of the mental representation that participants construct in order to perform the task. The presence of a goal-inappropriate prepotent response will have a significant effect on the performance of young children in particular, because of their weak inhibitory control. Vygotsky (1962) was the first to propose that the way children represent a task will determine their subsequent performance on it. Indeed, conceptual understanding more broadly may be seen as central to early cognitive development (e.g., Kirkham, Cruess, & Diamond, 2003; Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996) . Specifically in relation to inhibitory task performance, several theorists have suggested that "task conceptualization" affects inhibitory demands (e.g., Apperly & Carroll, 2009; Kloo, Perner, & Giritzer, 2010; Russell, 1996; Simpson & Riggs, 2005a) . However, to our knowledge, there have been no attempts to put this idea to the test. The aim of this article, therefore, is to empirically investigate how this conceptualization process affects inhibitory demands.
We start with the assertion that prepotent responses are not the product of the world; they are the product of the mind. How an individual conceptualizes a task determines whether it contains a prepotent response. Consider, for example, the Day/Night task, which is one of the Stimulus-Response Compatibility tasks used to study inhibitory control in childhood. In this task, preschoolers are instructed to say "night" to a day picture, and "day" to a night picture (Gerstadt, Hong, & Diamond, 1994; Simpson & Riggs, 2005b) . The prepotent responses in this task are the more obvious responses of saying "day" to the day picture, and "night" to the night picture. In a limited sense, these prepotent responses are stimulus-driven, since it is the presentation of day and night stimuli that triggers them. However, outside the Day/Night task, the mere presence of these stimuli is not sufficient to make the responses of saying "day" and "night" prepotent. This is obvious: despite their weak inhibitory control, preschoolers do not struggle to resist saying "night" every time they look at the night sky. So there must be something particular about the way that children conceptualize the Day/Night task which means the responses "day" and "night" become prepotent in this task.
Once we accept that prepotent responses are the product of the mind, rather than the world, it necessarily follows that the way an individual conceptualizes a task will influence whether or not it contains a goal-inappropriate prepotent response, and therefore whether the task has inhibitory demands. Crucially, it is likely that some tasks will
